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CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

FOREWORD
The City of Onkaparinga’s Strategic Asset
Management Plan (SAMP) provides staff,
elected members and our community with
an overview of our assets, how they are
performing, the service levels we provide,
our asset goals and objectives, areas for
improvement and financial position.
We have recently presented our Community Plan
2030, which has set the scene for the SAMP by
reflecting our communities’ priorities and vision
for the next 10 years. We have ensured throughout
the SAMP that there are strong links between the
goals and priorities highlighted in the Community
Plan, and those presented in this document.

THE CORPORATE ASSET
MANAGEMENT PLAN (CAMP)
AND THE SAMP
Previously, the information contained within the
SAMP was presented to our community via a
Corporate Asset Management Plan (CAMP).
The CAMP contains useful information, but by
reviewing the CAMP framework and transitioning to
the SAMP we hope to present a document which is:

ASSET MANAGEMENT PLANS
Internally, we also utilise asset management
plans for each of our asset classes which contain
a greater level of technical detail about our assets.
Similar to how the Community Plan has set the
scene for the SAMP, the SAMP will set the scene
for our asset management plans. We are due to
commence the review of our asset management
plans in 2021 which will include a review of our
current levels of service.
Any changes to service levels proposed through
asset management plan reviews will have an
impact on budgets and programs which will affect
both maintenance and capital works. It is critical
that these impacts are recognised through the asset
management plan reviews to ensure programs are
adequately resourced.

UPDATING THE SAMP

• community facing

An update of the SAMP will be presented annually
by our Asset Management team. Through the
annual update, we will review progress on our
key performance indicators, note areas where we
have improved and improvements that have been
identified, and update our financial position and
the asset data presented.

• reader friendly in the presentation of data
and language used

Every four years, we will review the SAMP
framework and modify this as required.

• more concise

• more engaging
• well utilised and accessible
• aligned with the ISO 55000 Standards
for Asset Management.
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INTRODUCTION
The City of Onkaparinga owns and maintains
a diverse asset portfolio, worth approximately
$2.9 billion.

• when the existing assets should be renewed
and how/when they should be maintained

To manage these assets effectively we must consider:

• how asset data is collected and managed.

• how budgets are allocated

• the existing network, how this is performing and
whether this meets the agreed service levels

Our goal is to provide assets that meet the
community’s demands, comply with the agreed
service levels and provide a value for money
service that maximises the life of our existing
assets and ensure budgets are allocated
appropriately in building new assets.

• whether we should expand the asset network
through new projects
• how new projects are prioritised

ASSET LIFECYCLE
The lifecycle of an asset can be described in the following stages:

PROJECT
INITIATION

RENEW,
DISPOSE OR
RATIONALISE

OPERATION &
MAINTENANCE
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PROGRAMMING

PLANNING,
DESIGN,
ENGAGEMENT
AND BUDGET
APPROVAL

IMPLEMENTATION
OR ACQUISITION

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

PROJECT INITIATION
A project can be initiated by comparing our current assets to our agreed service levels, strategies
or plans, or it may be identified by our community and reported to Council for assessment.

PROGRAMMING
Once a project has been identified, it is added to our Project and Capital Works (PCW) program
and prioritised against other projects within that asset category. Each asset category uses a different
Resource Prioritisation Document (RPD) to prioritise projects based on factors relevant to the asset
type. Our RPDs are reviewed and endorsed by Council annually.

PLANNING, DESIGN, ENGAGEMENT AND BUDGET APPROVAL
In planning for construction, we engage with stakeholders to confirm the scope of the project,
complete the design and engage with the community. The project is then included in a draft
budget presented to Council, requesting approval to include the project in the program for the
upcoming financial year.

IMPLEMENTATION OR ACQUISITION
During implementation staff are responsible for ensuring the project is delivered to council specifications
and is constructed as per the design. Through procurement, we ensure contractors, materials and
plant are available for project delivery. Not all projects are constructed by council and there are
many assets that we acquire (e.g. assets created as part of major developments). In this case, council
is involved with planning, but the construction of the asset is undertaken by a third party. Once
construction is complete, the new assets are added to our asset register. We are expecting to receive
more contributed assets over the next 10 years as growth continues within our city.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
In this stage, the asset is operational and maintenance will be undertaken to maximise the
life of the asset.
The asset will be inspected periodically to determine its condition. Using the condition data, we
can undertake financial forecasting to inform our long term financial plan, develop programs
for both maintenance and capital works, determine the remaining asset life and identify factors
impacting the asset condition.

RENEW, DISPOSE OR RATIONALISE
Once the asset reaches the end of its useful life we can either renew or dispose of the
asset. This decision is made by staff considering factors such as cost, alignment with council
service levels, impact to the community etc. At this stage we also update our asset data and
may consolidate assets.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

PEOPLE

THEME

KEY RESULT AREA
Our communities are
connected, engaged
and resilient

Our communities are
active and healthy

ASSET MANAGEMENT RESPONSE - WE WILL ...
1. Recognise and respect our culture and heritage.
2. Provide infrastructure that is safe, well utilised, accessible
for all and promotes inclusion and social connection.

3. Provide quality sport, active recreation and active transport
facilities and assets that support physical and mental health.
4. Ensure our open spaces and natural areas are welcoming
and accessible for all.
5. Maximise the use of recycled materials.

PLACE

Our city is green
and inviting

6. Minimise the demand on virgin materials.
7. Promote sustainable water management and water re-use.
8. Provide infrastructure that supports greening and cooling.

Our city is a great
place to live

9. Maintain our neighbourhoods well.

10. Improve connectivity throughout our region.
11. Ensure contributed assets are constructed in accordance with our
service levels and standards and that assets are of sound quality.
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The Onkaparinga Community Plan represents a shared vision for the next 10 years and sets
our long-term objectives in creating strong, vibrant communities. People, place, prosperity
and performance are the four themes used in defining these outcomes.
We have aligned our asset management goals and responses with those defined in the Community
Plan to ensure that the way we manage our assets compliments our communities’ vision and that the
communities’ aspirations are used to set asset management goals.
By setting a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for each asset management objective, we can track the
status of the KPI, identify actions that need to occur and communicate our progress to the community.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• Kaurna Cultural Heritage Management for Excavation Works Procedure is adhered to for all capital works projects.
• Percentage of assets compliant with the Disability Discrimination Act.
• Number of attendees at our centres and utilisation of our places.

• P
 articipation rates for sporting clubs, volunteer groups, youth development programs and committees,
informal physical activity and personal or group fitness.
• Utilisation of our shared path network.
• Proximity of all residents to open space and playgrounds.
• Utilisation of open spaces, the coast and reserves.

• Tonnes of recycled materials used in infrastructure works.
• P
 ercentage of capital projects that support cooling our city through greening, water sensitive urban
design, water infiltration or through selection of materials.
•
•
•
•

Condition of our assets.
Perception of how well our neighbourhoods are maintained.
Vandalism and graffiti rates in public places.
Frequency of street sweeping.

• Percentage of footpath, trails, cycling and road network completion.
• Percentage of contributed assets compliant with service levels.
• Percentage of contributed assets capitalised.
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

THEME

KEY RESULT AREA

PERFORMANCE

PROSPERITY

Our economy
benefits everyone

8

Our region's
natural environment
is thriving

Our communities trust
council to deliver

Our rate payers
receive strong returns
for their rates

ASSET MANAGEMENT RESPONSE - WE WILL ...
12. Support local business through maintenance and capital works.
13. Support our tourism industry by providing safe and efficient
assets that complement our tourist destinations.

14. Minimise our emissions.
15. Construct assets that build resilience to the changing climate.
16. Improve our environment through design, construction and
maintenance of built and natural assets.
17. Provide our communities with asset information that is current,
transparent and easy to understand.
18. Welcome the opportunity to engage with our community and
value their feedback and questions.
19. Identify opportunities to incorporate feedback into our projects.

20. Manage assets by providing a value-for-money service.
21. Consider the whole of lifecycle cost in managing assets.

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• Percentage of local contractors engaged to undertake maintenance or deliver capital works projects.
• Capacity of our freight routes.
• Condition of assets that experience high levels of tourism.
• Visitation at our McLaren Vale and Fleurieu Coast Visitor Centre.
• Total corporate emissions.
• Number of prescribed responses to climate change issues recorded in Asset Management Plans.
• Maintenance and improvement of vegetation condition within our remnant bushland areas.
• Number of trees planted and percentage of these planted through capital projects.
• Annual update of the SAMP.
• Average response times to asset related customer, elected member and Member of Parliament inquiries.
• E
 ngagement plans are considered for all capital works projects that are used to identify the most
appropriate level of engagement.
• Renewal/sustainability ratio.
• Assets delivered meet endorsed levels of service.
• Alignment between the SAMP and Long Term Financial Plan data.
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Legend
Value:
Network size:
Condition:
Annual spend:

The dollar value of our assets
The number of assets we own
The overall physical state of the assets
How much we spend on our assets annually (excluding maintenance costs)

ROADS (page 12)
Value: $1 billion
Network size: Kerbs: 2300km, Unsealed roads: 142 km
Dust sealed roads: 45 km, Sealed roads: 1365 km
Guard rail: 29km
Condition: 84%
Annual spend: $23 million
BUS SHELTERS AND PADS (page 13)
Value: $4.5 million
Network size: Bus pads: 43, Bus shelters: 260
Condition: 78%
Annual spend: $170k
LAND (page 15)
Value: $618 million
Network size: 2480 land parcels
LIGHTING (page 17)
Value: $4 million
Network size: Council owned: 800 lights
Not council owned but council managed: 22,000
Condition: 25%
Annual spend: $140k
BRIDGES (page 21)
Value: $27 million
Network size: 249 bridges
Condition: 75%
Annual spend: $440k
PATHS (page 22)
Value: $150 million
Network size: 1285 km of paths, 13,000 kerb ramps
Condition: 85%
Annual spend: $3.2 million
WATER (page 23)
Value: $739 million
Network size: 27.7ha wetlands, 147km sewer pipe
676km stormwater pipe
Condition: 72%
Annual spend: $1.7million
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The following pages present an overview of our
asset performance, as well as provide details and
facts about our service levels, how well the assets
are utilised, if the assets are fit for purpose and
forecasted budgets. The categories are for display
purposes as asset data can be collected and

analysed at a component level or can be grouped
together into broader asset classes. As an example,
we can collect data and report on the components
or features of a building (toilets, fire extinguishers,
walls, windows etc), report on the single building
or report on all of our buildings.

BUILDINGS (page 14)
Value: $204 million
Network size: 120 sport and active recreation buildings
321 community, commercial and municipal buildings
Condition: 72%
Annual spend: $2.9million

PARKS (page 20)
Value: $32 million
Network size: 404 developed reserves, 358 undeveloped reserves
Condition: 90%
Annual spend: $1million
COASTAL ASSETS (page 18)
Value: $21 million
Network size: 31km of coastline
Condition: 62%
Annual spend: $600k
CAR PARKS (page 19)
Value: $23 million
Network size: Sealed carparks: 196, Unsealed car parks: 74
Condition: 63%
Annual spend: $430k
SPORT AND ACTIVE RECREATION ASSETS (page 24)
Value: $22 million
Network size: Courts: 263, Pitches: 34, Lights: 217, Turfed ovals: 31
Condition: 78%
Annual spend: $600k
PLAY SPACES (page 16)
Value: $8 million
Network size: Playgrounds: 240, Fitness parks: 20
Condition: 58%
Annual spend: included in parks
FLEET AND PLANT (page 25)
Value: $26 million
Network size: Trucks and buses: 87, Major plant: 61
Light Vehicles: 138, Small plant and trailers: 323
Condition: 42%
Annual spend: $4.6 million
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ROADS
Our roads category includes a sealed and
unsealed road network, kerbs, pedestrian
refuges, roundabouts and guard rails.
We completed a condition audit of our sealed road
network in 2020 and found that our roads are

Our roads
experience

generally in a good condition and have improved
considerably since the last audit completed in 2015.
We use condition data to model the life of our roads
and the preliminary results indicate that our road
network will remain in a fair condition, highlighting
opportunities to reduce spending in this category.

The state
government

80%

own and maintain
some roads within
our city and we advocate for efficient
network integration

of the traffic
volumes they are
designed for

Our Road
Network Plan

defines our road
hierarchy, typical
road cross sections,
levels of service and
different route types

Our road hierarchy breaks our roads
into three categories based on the
road use and traffic volumes
Local: Less than 1000 vehicles per day
Collector: 1000 – 2000 vehicles per day
Distributor: 2000 – 4000 vehicles per day

$M

Based on our current lifecycle
modelling, we are proposing
to reduce the proportion of
our capital spend on our roads
but still increase expenditure
annually by CPI. The reduction
in expenditure will allow us to
allocate funds to other categories
that are not meeting their
current levels of service or are
in poor condition.

ROADS EXPENDITURE

24.0
23.5
23.0
22.5
22.0
21.5
21.0
20.5
20.0
19.5
19.0
2021
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2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

BUS SHELTERS AND PADS
Our bus stop infrastructure includes bus pads
that are constructed of concrete, asphalt or
pavers and a number of bus shelters. All the
bus shelters we own are inspected annually
by our maintenance team.
Each year, we renew bus shelters that have reached
the end of their useful lives and upgrade shelters to
comply with the Disability Discrimination Act.

87%

of bus stops that
have more than
10 people board
per day have a
shelter installed

15,000

people board
buses within
our city each
day

92%

of our bus shelters
are compliant
with the Disability
Discrimination Act

Based on the condition of our bus shelters,
we have proposed to reduce spending in this
category then increase this figure annually to
account for CPI fluctuations.
$K

New bus shelters

BUS SHELTER AND PAD EXPENDITURE

150

100

50

0
2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

are the responsibility of the state
government as the public transport
service provider. We continue to
advocate to the state government
for the funding of new shelters to be
reinstated by regularly writing to the
minister and lodging enquiries on
behalf of residents to Adelaide Metro
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BUILDINGS

$2.9

Our building portfolio is very diverse and
is made up of buildings such as community
halls, sporting buildings (clubrooms,
change rooms, recreation centres etc),
surf lifesaving clubs, libraries, scout
halls and the McLaren Vale and Fleurieu
Coast Visitor Centre.

million
is spent
on our
buildings
annually

We have identified improvements required in the
functionality of our buildings. Building functionality
considers factors such as the location and age of
the building, available car parking, compliance
with the Disability Discrimination Act and whether
the building incorporates green technologies.

We have

54,000m2
of building
floor space

The building budget
is expected to
increase to allow
for the renewal
of sports related
buildings like
change rooms and
club rooms.

The Building
Code

outlines the
requirements we
must comply with
in building and
renovating buildings
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99%

of our buildings
have an occupant
and we are working
to improve building
utilisation

Our buildings are
maintained to be
functional and well
presented via lease
arrangements and
maintenance plans

Green
Building
Initiatives

are used to reduce
energy, water and
waste and promote
renewable energy

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

LAND
We own 2480 land parcels. Some of these
are used to house infrastructure such as
buildings, playgrounds or car parks and
others are used as open spaces.
We also own contaminated land sites and four
former dump sites and responsible environmental
management is critical within these parcels to
ensure our monitoring and management
techniques comply with the Environmental
Protection Authority (EPA) requirements.

For each parcel of land we
sell, we assess and value the
vegetation present on that
land and make a contribution
worth twice the value of this to
offset the cost of planting new
trees in a different location

3%

of our land has
been identified as
potential surplus to
requirements

Land parcels
that are surplus
to requirements
are assessed
for revocation
and/or disposal
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PLAY SPACES

30%

Our play spaces are made up of 240
playgrounds and 20 fitness parks. The
condition (58 per cent) was informed by
our recent playground condition audit and
highlights a need for additional funding
to improve the condition of these assets.

of visitors stay
for over half a day
at our regional
open spaces

Our Open Space Strategic Management
Plan 2018–2023 defines an open space
hierarchy, classifying our open spaces into
regional, district, neighbourhood and local
spaces. The assets provided within our open
spaces are determined based on the key function
of the space and position in the heirachy.

50%

of visitors stay
for over 2 hours
at our district
open spaces

100%

of our regional and
district spaces meet
our levels of service,
providing assets
that accommodate
longer stays

Different types of
open spaces are
designed for different
lengths of stays:

(walking distance)
of most households

Regional: full day
District: 2–4 hours
Neighborhood: 1–2 hours
Local: up to 1 hour

PARKS AND PLAY SPACES EXPENDITURE

3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0
2021
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2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

of our
neighborhood
and local spaces
meet our levels
of service

Where possible,
play spaces will be
provided within

500 metres

$M

60%

We forecast an increase
in expenditure in this
category to align with
our communities
priorities and to improve
the overall condition of
our play spaces.

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

LIGHTING
The majority of public lighting within
our city is managed through South
Australia Power Networks tariffs. We
own a number of lights that are associated
with paths and trails, sporting facilities
and car parks.
The condition of our lights is poor, however
the majority of these are charged at Customer
Lighting Equipment Rate (CLER) prices and are
on an upgrade program.

We continue to
upgrade our lights to

LEDs

reducing
greenhouse gas
emissions and
energy use

$140,000

is spent on lighting
each year and we
don’t forecast a
significant change
in this over the next
10 years

We upgrade lights
to meet the

current
standards
through capital
projects

100%

of our lights are
compliant with
the standards
referenced at the
time of installation
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COASTAL ASSETS
Our coastal assets include items such as
boardwalks, beach access stairs, coastal
fencing, lookouts, vehicle ramps and
structures like sand groynes, rock
revetments and sand bag weirs.

We have large scale
coastal projects in
our capital
works program and
delivery is subject
to

These assets are typically in a moderate condition
and we work with consultants to undertake modelling
to understand how sea level rises will impact our coast.

external
funding

$560,000

is spent on our
coastal assets each
year and we don’t
forecast a significant
change in this over
the next 10 years
We maintain

cultural
assets

through our projects
by enhancing safety
and protecting
sensitive sites
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Natural
coastal assets

are enhanced and
supported through
projects and programs
such as erosion control,
cliff stabilisation and
biodiversity planting

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

CAR PARKS
We provide car parking for
many of our facilities and
assets that our community
use such as sporting facilities,
the coast, community halls,
libraries, reserves and
playgrounds. Some of
these car parks are sealed
and others are unsealed.
Overall our car parks are in
a moderate condition.

Our car parks
provide:

6900 standard

parking spaces and

220 accessible
parking spaces

We estimate our
car parks are

60%
utilised

Annually we

renew
car parks

that have reached the

end of their useful lives and
upgrade other car parks
based on their expected
use and activity type

$460,000
is spent on car parks
each year and we
don’t forecast a
significant change
in this over the next

10 years
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PARKS
We own a number of parks and open
spaces. Some of these areas are developed
and formalised with paths and furniture
such as benches and barbecue facilities and
are irrigated. Other spaces are undeveloped
with no play space facilities or furniture and
are referred to as passive open spaces.
Similar to our play spaces, the assets provided
within our parks are determined using the open
space hierarchy, defined in the Open Space
Strategic Management Plan.

27%

We have
average tree canopy
cover across our
urban open spaces
– the 30 Year Plan
for Greater Adelaide
target is 30%

The budgets for this category are included in the play
space category and we have forecast an increase in this
budget over the next 10 years. We combine these budgets
as park and play space projects are often delivered in
conjunction with one another.

20

Passive
open spaces

provide areas for
biodiversity, wetland environments,
nature tourism and
heat refuges

Irrigated turf
will be provided
next to all regional
and district level
playgrounds and some
neighbourhood and
local playgrounds

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

BRIDGES
We own a number of bridges that
provide access for many different
user groups. Spanning road bridges
are designed for vehicle traffic whereas
shared use and pedestrian bridges
are designed for pedestrian and cyclist
use only.
We have recently worked with the state
government to upgrade the Meyer Road
rail bridge and have transferred ownership
of this asset.

90%

of our bridges
have load limits
compliant with
the road hierarchy

Bridge widths
are determined based
on the expected traffic
volume and use type

Local roads:
6.6m
Distributor and
collector roads:
8.5m

The Trails

and Cycling
Strategic Plan

is used to determine
the location of
shared use bridges

$460,000
is spent on bridges each
year and we don’t
forecast a significant
change in this over the
next 10 years

1 in 100-year
flood events
are catered for
by our spanning
road bridges
The

Australian
Standards
and network
requirements
are used to
form the bridge
specifications

Pedestrian
bridges
will have a
minimum
spacing of 400
metres

Shared use: 2.5m
Pedestrian: 1.5m
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PATHS
We have an extensive path network
consisting of footpaths and shared
use paths that provide connectivity
through our streets, the coast and
open spaces.
This year we completed a condition audit
of our path network, which is being used
to inform our maintenance and capital
renewal programs.

Path
widening

Shared
use paths

45%

$3.3

is provided where
paths are at the
back of kerb to
accommodate for the
placement of bins

Distributor,
collector and
arterial roads
will have a
1.5–1.8m wide path
installed on both
sides of the street

of our kerb ramps
comply with
the Disability
Discrimination Act

have a minimum
width of 2.5m and
provide connectivity
for commuters and
recreational use

million

is spent on paths
each year and we
don’t forecast a
significant change
in this over the next
10 years

Local
roads
will have a 1.2m
path installed
on one side of
the street

77%
of our paths

comply with our
service levels with
regards to path
width

22

The Trails

and Cycling
Hierarchy

defines three key
levels of service
for each type of
experience

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

WATER
Our water category includes stormwater
(the management of rainfall runoff through
pits and pipes, swales, rain gardens etc.);
water harvesting (wetlands and pipes
installed through the Waterproofing the
South project to capture and recycle water)
and wastewater (the community wastewater
management system providing collection,
treatment and disposal of wastewater in
communities that are not connected to the
SA Water wastewater network).
Our wastewater and water supply assets are
typically in a good condition and most of this
infrastructure is relatively new. We are currently
working on a stormwater data collection project
to ensure we have a complete data set.
WATER EXPENDITURE

$M
2.5

Stormwater

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

4600

98%

543

100%

could be provided
by our water
supply unit
per year

from our wastewater
treatment plants is
reused for irrigation

customers
use our safe
and reliable
wastewater
services

Megalitres

Our stormwater assets
are not performing
as well as our other
water assets and these
repairs are often high
risk, costly and unique.
We have forecasted an
increase in expenditure
for this category.

of properties are
protected from
1 in 100 year
storm events

of treated
wastewater

100%

of our water supply
assets are designed
to provide
alternative water
sources, improving
sustainability

Water
supply and
wastewater
2029

2030

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

0.0

WASTEWATER CONNECTION UTILISATION
Sellicks Beach
Maslin Beach
Morphett Vale
Willunga network
Clarendon
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

This represents the number of properties currently
connected to the wastewater system against the
number of properties that could be connected
and is expressed as a percentage. For example,
the Clarendon network can have a maximum of
24 property connections and 24 properties are
connected so it is utilised 100% whereas the
Morphett Vale network could have 711 properties
connected but only has 305 so is 43% utilised.
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SPORT AND ACTIVE RECREATION ASSETS
We provide a variety of sport and active recreation assets such as ovals,
courts, pitches, sports lighting and sports fencing that facilitate community
level physical activity.
The condition of our sporting assets could be improved and this category has also been
identified as a priority by our community so we have proposed to increase spending to
address these demands. A portion of this funding will be allocated to buildings to
allow for the renewal of sports related buildings such as change rooms and club rooms.

$M

SPORT AND ACTIVE RECREATION EXPENDITURE

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
2021 2022
2022 2023
2023 2024
2024 2025
2025 2026
2026 2027
2027 2028
2028 2029
2029 2030
2030
2021

We have an

over
supply

of tennis courts,
and lawn bowl
greens
We maximise the
usability of our
assets by considering

flexible and

multi-purpose

use
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We have the

need
more
athletics
We

facilities, AFL
ovals and cricket
and soccer
pitches

right amount

of hockey pitches, netball courts, rugby
ovals, baseball diamonds and croquet
facilities.
The demand figures vary by district. As
an example, we have the right number of
netball courts but they are not in the most
appropriate locations to adequately service
our community

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

FLEET AND PLANT
We own a diverse range of mobile assets
including excavators, backhoes, light vehicles,
small plant, street sweepers and waste trucks
that help deliver many council programs.

Our buses, trucks
and vehicles
can be used for

Though the condition of these assets seems low
(42 per cent) this is quite typical for fleet and plant.

per annum and
we utilise these

As growth continues in our city, we need to
recognise when we must review the quantity of
our fleet and plant assets as well as budgets, to
meet increased demands. A new residential street
will require additional bins to be collected, roads
that need sweeping and assets that need maintaining,
all of which will result in additional use of our fleet
and plant.

3,931,000km

93%

Our plant can
be used for

56,980
hours
per annum
The Institute of Public Works
Engineering Australia

Environmental
performance

is considered when
selecting all new
fleet assets

is used to benchmark our fleet and
plant utilisation and we utilise our
plant 10% more than these standards

$4.6
million

is spent on
fleet and
plant each
year
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INTEGRATION WITH OTHER STRATEGIES
The Community Plan 2030 defines a
shared vision for the next 10 years and
this is turned into action using the SAMP,
Annual Business Plan, Long Term Financial
Plan and several other strategic plans.
This section presents a summary of the
strategic plans that we use, demands/
challenges that are identified in these
strategies, how these integrate with the
SAMP and what this means for our assets.
Our strategic plans are updated periodically and
as these are updated to reflect demands, changes
in the community’s vision and priorities and trends,
it is important that we recognise how this impacts
the management of our assets.

COUNCIL PRIORITIES AND BUDGET ALLOCATIONS

HEA
WE

The Long Term Financial Plan (LTFP) integrates the
annual budgeting process with long-term planning
and financial forecasting, considering demands on
our assets and lifecycle modelling. We update the
LTFP annually and changes in this may be prompted
by a change in service level, the availability
ACCESS TO SERVICES
of accurate and current
data and changes in
community priorities.

INCLU

Annual Business Plan

Community Plan

UNCIL PRIORITIES AND BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
TE CHANGE
CLIMATE CHANGE
SUSTAINABILITY

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING
SUSTAINABILITY

The Community Plan identifies the community’s
aspirations and visions for the City of Onkaparinga.
We use the Community Plan to inform the goals
and objectives of the SAMP, areas for improvement
and set key performance indicators, meaning we
ACCESS
SERVICES
INCLUSIVENESS
alignTO
our
directionHEALTH
withAND
community
priorities.
PULATION
POPULATION
WELLBEING
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

TNERSHIPS

Long Term Financial Plan

TECHNOLOGY
PARTNERSHIPS
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ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT

COUNCIL PRIORITIES AND BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
CLIMATE CHANGE
TECHNOLOGY

SUSTAINABILITY

HEA
WE
ENVI

The Annual Business Plan ensures that the annual
budget allocations reflect council priorities,
providing the community with transparent
information regarding priorities for the year, the
annual budget and long-term financial position
which informs our annual works programs.
ACCESS TO SERVICES
POPULATION

INCLU
HEALTH AND WELLBEING

There are also a number of other strategies
that are currently in the development stage
such as the:
• Local Area Plan • Masterplans
• Climate Change Response Plan

The following page presents information on our other
strategies and plans, how they relate to the SAMP,
TECHNOLOGY
ENVI
what this means
for our
community and how these
ENVIRONMENT
PARTNERSHIPS
align with the numbered asset management responses
presented in the Goals and Objectives section.

HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

CLIMATE CHANGE

SUSTAINABILITY
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ACCESS
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The plan discusses the
management of infrastructure
which supports the arts and
encourages us to consider
integration and promotion
of art and
culture through projects.
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Goals and objectives: 1, 17–21
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Disability Access
and Inclusion

Arts and Culture
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The plan identifies actions to
ensure our assets are compliant
with the Disability Discrimination
Act, promote inclusion and are
accessible for all members of our
PARTNERSHIPS
ENVIRONMENT ENVIRONMENT
TECHNOLOGY community.
diverse
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The plan lists activating
community infrastructure as a key
result area and provides direction
on supporting community
infrastructure to ensure our
assets encourage the community
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Libraries

OGY

ACCESS
TO SERVICES
INCLUSIVENESS
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Goals and objectives: 2–4, 17–21

Sport and Active
Recreation

Open Space

INCLUSIVENESS
SERVICES
ENVIRONMENTENVIRONMENT
PARTNERSHIPS
ENVIRONMENT
POPULATION ACCESS TO PARTNERSHIPS

POPULATION
HEALTH AND
WELLBEING

The plan identifies how we can
enhance the use of our libraries to
provide assets that accommodate
a range of activities and are
accessible, welcoming and fit for
diverse
needs.
TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENT

The plan considers the current and
future needs of our community
and guides planning and decision
making to ensure our assets are
diverse, fit for purpose, accessible
ENVIRONMENT
PARTNERSHIPS
ENVIRONMENT
PARTNERSHIPS TECHNOLOGY
and well utilised.

Goals and objectives: 2, 9, 17–21

Goals and objectives: 3, 9–11, 17–21
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Trails and Cycling

Road Network
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The plan identifies
the
road
SUSTAINABILITY
COUNCIL PRIORITIES
AND
BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
hierarchy, road networks, service
levels and road cross sections
to ensure we create a positive
experience for all users and that
our transport networks integrate.
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AND
TheHEALTH
plan
defines the service level
WELLBEING
for each type of experience and the
trails and cycling hierarchy which
includes networks for recreational
and commuter users.
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Goals and objectives: 2–4, 11, 17–21
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The plan sets the direction for
COUNCIL PRIORITIES AND BUDGET ALLOCATIONS
the open
space network, defines
an open space hierarchy and
service levels and emphasises
assets that are green, inviting
and fit for users’ needs.
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Goals and objectives:
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H
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The plan focuses on building
a successful economy within
our region and recognises
infrastructure development as a
key result area to support growth
ENVIRONMENT
ENVIRONMENT
and a prosperous
economy.
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Goals
and
objectives: 12, 17–21
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Waste and Recycling
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The plan prompts consideration
The plan identifies principles to
for the levels of service
integrate vegetation and trees with
provided in constructing and
our assets and outlines actions for
maintaining assets around our
tourism precincts so our assets
sustainable energy use, promoting a
support visitation and meet the
healthy and sustainable community
TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENT
TECHNOLOGY
ENVIRONMENT
PARTNERSHIPS
expectations
and needs
of visitors.
POPULATION
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
and a green
city.
ACCESS TO SERVICES
INCLUSIVENESS
Goals and objectives: 4–8, 14–21

Goals and objectives: 13, 17–21
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POPULATION
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CLIMATE CHANGE ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
SUSTAINABILITY

The plan defines the waste
service we provide, assets that
support waste collection services,
waste targets and highlights
sustainability as a priority.

ENVIRONMENT
POPULATION

PARTNERSHIPS

HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Goals and objectives:
5, 6, 9, 14,
17–21

ENVIRONMENT
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FINANCIALS
This section of the SAMP is designed to
provide our community with a snapshot of our
financial position, provide detail on different
funding types and our financial projections.

25.0
24.0

Capital funding
Capital funding is split into renewal and new/
significant upgrade funding streams. Renewal funds
are used to replace assets that have reached the end
of their useful lives whereas new/significant upgrade
funds are used to create new assets or replace an
existing asset and upgrade that asset considerably
through its replacement.
We use Resource Prioritisation Documents (RPD)
to prioritise capital funding. RPDs exist for each
asset category and include factors specific to each
category which are scored to prioritise projects.
Link between Long Term Financial Plan
(LTFP) and SAMP
Each year we revise our LTFP which details the
projected financial position for each asset class
(in both the new/significant upgrade and renewal
categories) over the next 10 years.
It is critical that there is a strong alignment between the
SAMP and the LTFP. The projected budgets in the LTFP
must align with the objectives and demands identified
in the SAMP to ensure that budgets are allocated to
achieve these objectives, but it’s also important that
if budget shortfalls, pressures or opportunities are
identified, that these are reflected in the SAMP.
Depreciation and financial projections
The preliminary findings from our roads condition
audit indicate an opportunity to reduce our annual
spend on road renewal as our roads are now in a
fair condition and are predicted to remain in a fair
condition for a number of years. The road renewal
budget continues to grow after the initial reduction
to account for CPI fluctuations.
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ROADS EXPENDITURE

$M

23.0
22.0
21.0
20.0
19.0
2021

2022

2023

2024

New roads budget

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Original roads budget

By reducing our annual expenditure in the road
renewal category, through the LTFP, we are
proposing to reallocate funds to other renewal
categories where assets are either currently not
meeting their levels of service, are in poor
condition or have been identified as
a priority by our community.
FORECASTED REALLOCATION OF FUNDS
Parks &
playgrounds

$M

Sport & active
recreation facilities

Stormwater

2.0

$M
1.5

1.0

0.5

0
2021
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2030
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The chart on the bottom of page 28 shows that
through the LTFP we have reallocated savings from
the roads category to the parks and play spaces,
sport and active recreation and stormwater assets
categories. There is a decrease in the parks and
play spaces budget in the 2025–26 financial year
which is due to growth figures being lower than the
original forecast. It should also be noted that our
sport and active recreation buildings such as club
rooms, changerooms etc. are managed through
our buildings category. The increase in our sport
and active recreation budget will be split between
sporting facilities and buildings and the split of this
budget is currently being worked through as part of
the Long Term Financial Plan and Sport and Active
Recreation Strategic Plan reviews.

financial year this provides our planning, design and
construction teams adequate time to adjust programs
so projects can be delivered successfully. The other
categories that have not been presented on page
28 only have minor fluctuations in budgets over
the next 10 years.
In evaluating our financial position, we must also
consider how assets in our asset classes depreciate
over time. The depreciation rate varies for different
types of assets, depending on the estimated
useful life of the asset. Useful lives vary by asset
type (e.g. paths have a different useful life to a
road) and by other factors such as location,
how much the asset is used and material type.
Information on useful lives are presented below.
Another important consideration is
intergenerational equity, which ensures
the financial decisions we make now,
are fair for future generations. We
consider this in managing our operating
surpluses, capital renewal budgets and
levels of borrowing and debt.

The proposed changes to budget allocations do not
come into effect until the 2022–23 financial year.
For most of our assets we work on a three year cycle
where we plan the project in year one, design the
project in year two and construct the project in year
three. By implementing these changes in the 2022–23

USEFUL LIVES OF ASSETS

1–20

YEARS

Unsealed roads
Hard courts

Sports lighting
Cricket pitches

41–60
YEARS

Guard rails

Water pumps

Play equipment

Unsealed beach access points
Asphalt paths and bus pads

Unsealed car parks

Ponds and basins

Irrigation

Timber boardwalks

Paved paths and bus pads

21–40
YEARS

Vehicle beach access points

Cliff stabilisation treatments

Bridges

Road pavements

Kerbs

Concrete paths and bus pads

61 – 80
YEARS

81 –100
YEARS

Sealed car parks

Water pits and pipes

Swales

Skate parks

Coastal rock revetments
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FINANCIALS
Asset sustainability
The asset sustainability ratio expresses
expenditure on asset renewal as a
percentage of the projected funding
required for asset renewal. It illustrates
the percentage of assets being replaced
at the rate they are wearing out and our
target range for this is between 90 per cent
and 110 per cent of the expenditure proposed
through our Asset Management Plans.
The below chart forecasts the asset sustainability
ratio over the next 10 years and shows that we stay
within our target range. Though we have proposed
changes in the expenditure between categories
(e.g. decreased roads and increased stormwater)
the total expenditure does not fluctuate greatly.

ASSET SUSTAINABILITY RATIO
110%

105%

Target
range

$M

Asset
sustainability
ratio

100%

95%

90%

85%
2022

30

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2031
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2020 –21 MAINTENANCE
Water - $5 million

Roads - $4.4 million

Plant and equipment
- $5 million
Buildings - $5 million

Paths - $2.8 million
Parks and playgrounds
- $17 million

Plant and equipment - $5 million

Buildings - $5 million

Bus Pads and shelters - $80,000

Car parks - $100,000

Coastal assets - $150,000

Paths - $2.8 million

Lighting - $85,000

Parks and playgrounds - $17 million

Roads - $4.4 million

Sport and active recreation

Water - $5 million

assets - $800,000

Maintenance
Maintenance budgets are used to complete
minor repairs, servicing and maintenance works
on our assets. By undertaking maintenance, we
maximise the useful life of the asset and ensure
the asset is performing to the required level.
Some maintenance works are planned and
programmed, while other works are more
reactive in nature. The split between proactive
and reactive work is largely dependent on the
availability of accurate and current data and
the type of maintenance required.
The above chart presents the split of maintenance
funding across the various asset categories. It
should be noted that for some asset categories (such
as water, which includes both water supply and
wastewater) we receive income that

offsets maintenance costs, and these have
been accounted for in the above graph.
Historically, the growth in our asset portfolio has
not been proportional to the required growth in
maintenance budgets. Through improvements
such as the introduction of in-field technology
and greater access to improved quality of data,
our maintenance works are being delivered more
efficiently and this funding gap has not been
adequately quantified. We plan to develop
Asset Maintenance Activity Plans for each of our
asset classes to better understand maintenance
budget requirements, defect intervention levels
and ways we can optimise the life of our assets.
We must also consider how the reallocation of
capital budgets impact our maintenance funding,
operations and resources.
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LIMITING FACTORS
We have presented asset goals and
objectives as well as asset management
responses, though there are a number of
limiting factors that may impact whether we
are able to achieve these. For each of the
limiting factors discussed, we also identify
how we manage and minimise risks.
Project risks
Effective risk management is a critical tool in
ensuring we find innovative ways to deliver our
services without compromising quality or creating
risks beyond a level we are willing to accept. We use
a Risk Management Framework, which is consistent
with the Australian Standards and ISO 31000, that
outlines the risk management process including how
risks are identified, analysed, evaluated, treated,
consulted on, monitored and reviewed.
Risk types that could impact the delivery of the
SAMP include business, reputation, customer,
environmental, legal and financial risks.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- assessing the natural environment, public
safety, socio-political and business impact
risks for all capital works projects
- considering risk in prioritising renewal
projects and maintenance works
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Economic
At the time of writing the SAMP, Australia’s
economy has been significantly impacted by the
COVID –19 pandemic and the full impact of this
is not yet known. Like the rest of the world, federal
and state governments are trying to protect both
their citizens’ health and the economy.
This has had an impact on how we allocate
budgets and has increased pressures on local
government to review rates and their level of
spending. There has also been concern expressed
in increasing the level of debt and we need to
understand how this impacts the projects and
programs we deliver for our community.
Further to this, in response to COVID –19 we
have brought projects forward for delivery
through the Federal Local Roads and
Community Infrastructure Program.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- reviewing our Long Term Financial
Plan annually
- improving the link between the Long
Term Financial Plan and the SAMP
- prioritising capital spending using
Resource Prioritisation Documents

CITY OF ONKAPARINGA

Climate change

Political

It is crucial that we recognise the impact that
our changing climate has on the way we design,
construct and maintain our assets and the impact
these factors have on our allocated budgets. Severe
weather events have effects on many of our assets
such as our coastline and stormwater management
systems. We must also consider the way increased
temperatures impact the performance of our assets
and how we can better manage these to promote
cooling and reduce emissions.

We must manage our assets to cater for the diverse
and changing needs, priorities and expectations
of our community. There are many events that may
prompt a change in priorities such as the completion
of a service review, the analysis of new data sets, a
change in council etc.

We will include items highlighting the way we
address climate change in our Assets Action
Plan and are currently working with other local
governments to ensure a consistent approach.
Climate change impacts are very broad and
they effect many of our practices.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- designing assets considering the impacts
of climate change and allocate budgets
accordingly
- identifying managing climate change risk
in our Assets Action Plan
- collecting data to measure and forecast
climate change effects

For most of our assets, we plan in 10 year cycles
and these plans must be flexible to cater for
changes. Changing priorities may impact service
levels for some of our asset classes and identify
different areas where spending is a greater
priority and we must understand how this
impacts the community.
Risks and opportunities that are generated
through a change in council, state
government or government funding priorities
should be identified as infrastructure planning
and programs may be impacted by these.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- developing forward works programs
for our assets
- allowing for flexibility in our resourcing
of project and program delivery

- setting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
to measure the percentage of our projects
that promote greening, water sensitive
urban design, sustainable use of materials
and emission reductions
- setting KPIs that track the number of
prescribed responses to climate change
included in our asset management plans
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LIMITING FACTORS
Social

SAMP and KPI resourcing

We have been reviewing the way we engage
with our community to build trust, have greater
transparency in our information sharing and
identify opportunities where the community’s
feedback can influence project outcomes. This is
critical living in a digital age where information
can be easily shared and when there is a high
level of scrutiny on local governments.

Through development of the SAMP, many
improvements have been identified and we
must prioritise and resource these appropriately
to ensure they can be delivered.

When consulting with the community, we refer
to our Community Engagement Framework and
complete a Community Engagement Plan to
identify the level of engagement required and
identify appropriate engagement tools (e.g.
online platforms such as Your Say and social
media, letters, signage, etc.)
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- using Community Engagement Plans to
identify suitable levels of engagement
for capital works projects. This takes into
account factors such as stakeholders, the
risk of the project, community impact,
scope of influence, etc.
- updating the SAMP annually
- setting KPIs that emphasise sound
community engagement such as
customer response times, completion
of engagement plans etc.

Resourcing that may be required to implement
these improvements include the reallocation
of, or additional, staff priorities, software packages
or tools or budget for items such as data collection
and climate change adaption.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- capturing operational improvements in
the Assets Action Plan and highlighting
the resourcing required to implement
each of these actions
- reporting annually on our KPIs and
providing an opportunity to highlight
resourcing shortfalls
Capability and awareness
For the SAMP to be delivered successfully it is critical
that staff understand the purpose of the document
and ensure it is well utilised, regularly referenced in
discussions with the community, internal teams and
Council and regularly updated to reflect accurate
and current information.
WE MINIMISE RISK BY:
- presenting an annual SAMP update and
as part of this reviewing asset data, KPIs
and the Asset Action Plan
- engaging with our community on the
development of the SAMP
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ASSET MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
This section of the report details high level
improvements that have been identified to
improve the efficiency in the way we deliver
our asset management services.
Operational and process improvements
Through the review of the Corporate Asset
Management Plan (CAMP) and development of the
SAMP, many operational and process improvements
have been identified. These include items such as
the management of natural assets (e.g. creek lines,
water basins, trees, etc.), the process of reviewing
and endorsing Resource Prioritisation Documents,
maintenance planning, setting customer focused
KPIs, etc. We will be formalising an Assets Action
Plan that will be used internally to document and
track the progress of these improvements.
Many of the improvements identified are likely
to streamline internal processes, improve our
efficiency and quality of output and ensure
consistent process use. The implementation of
a new Enterprise Resourcing Planning System,
OneCouncil, underpins the majority of these
by providing a platform to map, document and
measure processes and better manage our data.
Enterprise management and asset data
We are currently in the process of implementing
the OneCouncil enterprise management system.
As discussed above, many of the operational and
process improvements that will be included in the
Assets Action Plan, will be underpinned by the
implementation of the OneCouncil system.

The OneCouncil system contains an Asset
Management module, which will deliver
further improvements such as:
• Asset language - consistent language and
terminology will be used across asset categories
• Asset hierarchy - there will be a well-defined asset
hierarchy used throughout the organisation
• Asset performance - the system will allow us
to better understand the current condition of
individual assets, the overall condition of asset
classes and how maintenance work impacts
these measures. It will also allow teams to
transition to more preventative maintenance
programs
• Asset lifecycle modelling - with improved
management of asset data, we will be able to
undertake more detailed lifecycle modelling to
ensure our budgets are allocated to maximise
the life of our assets
• Reporting - with integration of dashboards and
a commonly used system, we will have the ability
to better communicate asset data with internal
teams and external stakeholders and use this to
set and measure KPIs. It also ensures the teams
have real time information
• Asset data - by reviewing our asset data in
OneCouncil it will be clear which asset classes
have complete data sets, data gaps and the areas
where the quality of data could be improved.
Having complete and high-quality data sets will
allow for improved asset lifecycle modelling and
accurate identification of budget pressures and
budget forecasting. This will also influence our
annual capital works and maintenance programs.
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